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About this Document  
This document contains all the comments recieved as a part of the Site Plan Review Committee’s (SPRC) online engagement for the 
Ballston Macy’s project. A total of 81 comments were received through the online engagement session. The comments are 
categorized by the topics that were highlighted in this review (land use and zoning, site design, building architecture, transportation, 
openspace/landscaping) with SPRC member comments appearing first in the document. All comments beyond the review focus 
topics are categorized as “Other”. Additionally, you can use the table of contents to easily jump to a particular section or click on the 
“Return to Table of Contents” link at the bottom of each page to return to the first page of this document.  
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Responses to Common Topics   
Below are common themes received through the online engagement session that were identified by County staff. The list includes a summary of the topic and 
responses from County staff and the applicant. Please note that the topics have been summarized in order to provide an overview of the common themes and may 
not fully capture the concerns expressed by each individual commenter.  
 

1. General questions about the demand for a grocery store at this location: Some respondents brought up the nearby Harris Teeter and Target locations 
and asked if there was really a need for a grocery use at this location  
 
Applicant Response: The Applicant has executed a signed lease with a grocer for the proposed project. This grocer has performed its own internal proprietary 
market analysis to determine the feasibility of a new location in Ballston. The grocery has considered the existing market trade area, existing and projected 
population growth, and existing grocery uses in its analysis. The grocer, which will offer goods not necessarily available at Ballston’s existing full-service grocery 
stores, is confident in the market viability of a new store in this location.  
 
Grocery stores have increasingly served as the retail anchor of larger mixed-use projects nationally, including in Arlington. Grocers are often seen as a 
bellwether for retail health, and having an additional grocer in central Ballston is an important way the County can generate foot traffic for nearby restaurants 
and retailers, as it will serve both residents and workers in nearby office buildings. Additionally, the Ballston market is strong, and offers a sense of place that 
grocery stores want to be in. That is, Ballston is dense and walkable, has a strong demographic base and a mix of uses that generate traffic throughout the 
day.  

 
 Anchoring one end of the mall, the Grocer will in fact help create new and supporting traffic for Ballston Quarter. 
 

2. Transfer of Development Rights Questions: Several comments had questions about how the TDR process would work, why we want to preserve 
affordable housing along Columbia pike, and how can the density exceed the range in the GLUP. Also, some questions regarding the County’s TDR policy 
and proximity to certain residential zones.  
 
Staff Response: A Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) is a land use tool that is used to preserve sites by transferring density from a sending site to a 
receiving site. The County’s General Land Use Plan, Zoning Code, and Columbia Pike Form Based Code allow for the creation of sending and receiving sites 
for the facilitation of a TDR in connection with affordable housing, historic preservation, community facilities, or open space. The applicant is proposing to 
designate the Haven apartment complex, located along Columbia Pike, as a sending site to preserve the affordable housing and historic buildings on the 
site. The Macy’s site is eligible to be designated as a receiving site and receive the additional 236 residential units.  
 
Through our review of the requested TDR, staff is evaluating the proposal in the context of the Columbia Pike Form Based Code, the Affordable Housing 
Master Plan, and the Historic Resources Inventory. There is an additional public review process for the TDR specifically looking at the Haven site to 
determine if it should be designated as a sending site. This process is taking place concurrently with the SPRC review process and will go to the County 
Board at the same time as the site plan request.  
 
Applicnat Response: The proposed transfer of development rights would not permit any additional height or density than is otherwise allowed under the 
property’s C-O-2.5 zoning district, the Ballston Sector Plan, the GLUP planned density range, or the 4.1 site plan process; rather, this transfer of density rights 
goes to how the Applicant is “earning” its density on the Ballston Macy’s site.  

https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Projects/Project-Types/Form-Based-Code/5100-7th-Road-S
https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Projects/Project-Types/Form-Based-Code/5100-7th-Road-S
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The Applicant proposes to designate all of the Haven’s 118 units as Committed Affordable Units by covenant, and to request the site be designated a 
“Conservation Area,” which would subject the apartments to architectural preservation requirements. In doing so, the Applicant proposes a transfer of density 
from 118 preserved affordable units on the Haven site to the Macy’s site at a 2-to-1 ratio, in-line with the Columbia Pike Neighborhood Form-Based Code, 
which would result in a maximum of 236 units eligible to be transferred to the Macy’s site.  
 
The propsoed transfer is appropriate given that the Haven site is designated as “notable” on the County’s Historic Resources Inventory (the “HRI”). The 
Haven site shares many similarities to other HRI-listed garden apartments in the County, as well as the other two FBC Conservation Areas (Fillmore Garden 
Apartments and the Barcroft Apartments). This includes their age of construction, their architectural style, their scale, approach to open space, connecting 
walkways, building form, structural elements and cladding, and more. It is also appropriate because the Haven, along with Filmore and Barcroft, are 
considered eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places and the Virginia Landmarks Register.  
 
The proposed transfer is also appropriate given that one of the main goals of the Neighborhods Form-Based Code is to preserve 100 percent of the 
Columbia Pike area’s approximately 6,200 market rate units affordable at 80% or less of AMI in the Columbia Pike’s residential areas. The Applciant’s 
propsoal will achieve this policy goal by designating all of the Haven as Committed Affordable Units.  
 
The resulting development would generally meet the Ballston Sector Plan’s goals and other adopted planning policies. It would also shift density to a more 
appropriate location closer to Metrorail in an area targeted for higher-density development and surrounded by development of similar character. 
 

3. Private Alley: Commenters asked about the viability of having the private alley as a mixed pedestrian/car “woonerf” type of experience that the 
applicant proposed.  
 
Staff Response: Staff appreciates the feedback that was received on this topic, and we look forward to discussing further with the community and the 
applicant.  
 
Applicant Response: The Applicant has proposed upgrading the alley into a more inviting, safe, curbless space for pedestrians, bicyclists, and vehicles. The 
alley will necessarily be used for vehicular access to the grocery store and residential building, limited loading access for the grocery store and the residential 
portion of the southern tower, and emergency vehicle access. 
 
In terms of design, the existing arcades at the Wilson Boulevard and N. Glebe Road entrances will be removed, and the curved corners on the western edges 
of the building will be more inviting to access the alley and grocery store. Within the alley, six-foot wide pedestrian-exclusive zones will be provided on both 
sides, which will be demarcated with lighted bollards and visually- and texturally-distinctive ADA-compliant masonry pavers. The maximum amount of 
plantings and furnishings will also been provided, while simultaneously maintaining sufficient pedestrian clearance. 
 
Wayfinding signage, pedestrian-scale lighting, and safety bollards will also be provided. A covered walkway will be provided on the east side of the drive aisle, 
and there will be space along the grocery store’s frontage for built-in timber benches and café tables, trash and recycling receptacles, bike racks, raised 
planters, and vertical vine trellises.  
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Taking design cues from other nearby public space improvements along Wilson Boulevard, the upgraded alley will more cohesively stitch together this area 
of Ballston with the surrounding neighborhood fabric. It will also provide stronger connectivity and a more welcoming urban experience between N. Glebe 
Road and Wilson Boulevard. The green screens and plantings along the east side of the alley will extend the green language of the pocket parks and green 
screens found in architecture and open spaces along Wilson Boulevard. 
 

4. Architecture: Comments about the use of glass in the design of the building and how that impacts in the energy usage and the bird friendliness of the 
building.  
 
Staff Response: The County has a Green Building Incentive Program to encourage sustainable building design. Applicants can achieve additional density in 
tiers by achieving a LEED certification level and committing to specific sustainability standards. To recieve the additional density requested by achieving 
the LEED Gold certification, one of the prerequisite standards identified is the use of bird-friendly materials between 8 feet and 36 feet above grade 
 
Applicant Response: The proposed building will be LEED Gold-certified and conform to the County’s Green Building Incentive Standards which include 
strong benchmarking requirements as it relates to building efficiency.  
 
By proposing the screening techniques for the grocery parking garage, specifically fritted glass and metal screens, we in fact help to reduce the glare and 
reflectivity that typical glass would create in the zone. The portion of the exterior of the building that sits between eight and 36 feet above grade, where 
the risk of bird collisions is highest, coincides roughly with the top half of the grocery store and the parking above.   

 
The glass used for the storefront windows situated below the parking deck at the grocery, retail and residential facades, will be treated with special glass 
to reduce the risk of bird collisions. This strategy will be reinforced by the use of the extensive canopies and overhangs along the facades directly above 
the areas where the storefront glass is used in the 8’-36” zone. These canopies and overhangs help to mitigate daytime glare off of the glass, help to 
obscure glass, provide shade from nighttime lighting and create more depth perception cues for the birds. 

 
In an effort to reduce glare and reflectivity of the proposed building, the design for the surfaces and glass in those portions of the building that are between 
eight and 36 feet above grade will conform to the County’s Green Building Incentive Policy.  We further note that above this zone, where we have balconies 
and terrace spaces, we will not use glass railings, which create additional danger for birds.  We will also review the use of glass in areas where we have 
significant planting areas that may be used as nesting areas for birds. 

 
5. Glebe Road: Comments regarding the activation of Glebe Road and sidewalk widths along the Glebe Road frontage. 

 
Staff Response: Staff appreciates the comments regarding the Glebe Road frontage. The Retail Action Plan identifies Glebe Road and Wilson Blvd as retail 
priority streets. Staff continues to work with the applicant to explore potential options for further activation and improved streetscape along Glebe Road. 
Additionally, staff views this project as an opportunity to provide a better streetscape along Glebe Road and will be working closely with the applicant to 
ensure that is accomplished.  
 
Applicant Response: The Applicant will continue to work with staff on this issue. The Applicant’s initial design responded to site constraints including 
interrelated property lines, existing infrastructure, new infrastructure including extensive electrical vaults, and vehicular access to the building.  
 

https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Programs/Sustainability-and-Environment/Energy/Green-Building/Green-Building-Density-Incentive-Program
https://arlington.granicus.com/MetaViewer.php?view_id=2&event_id=783&meta_id=132729#:%7E:text=The%20Arlington%20County%20Retail%20Plan,the%202001%20Retail%20Action%20Plan.
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6. Parking: Mixed comments on the amount of parking provided. Some wanted to see more parking while others wanted to see less. Questions about the 
feasibility of using existing parking on the block to supplement the parking for this project.  

 
Staff Response: Staff appreciates the feedback on the parking ratios. This topic, along with other transportation matters will be discussed at the second 
virtual SPRC meeting. Staff will continue to evaluate the parking throughout the public review process. This site is well-served by multi-modal 
transportation options and is within approximately three blocks of the Ballston Metro station. The proposed residential parking ratio is consistent with the 
Residential Parking Guidelines. Staff continues to evaluate the retail parking ratio proposed on the site.  
 
Applicant Response: The proposed development will feature a total of 388 parking spaces, with two-thirds (or 240 spaces) reserved for the residents and 
one-third (or 148 spaces) reserved for the grocery store. This results in a residential parking ratio of 0.43 spaces-per-unit, and one space per 297 square 
feet of retail space.  
 
This parking ratio is comparable to other 4.1 site plan projects in the County and is appropriate given the property’s proximity to a variety of public transit 
options (including the Ballston Metrorail station, Metrobus, and ART bus stops). When coupled with the Applicant’s propsoed Transportation Demand 
Management plan, the propsoed parking ratio seeks to meet market demand while not incentivizing single occupancy vehicle trips.  
 
The proposed parking ratio does not include 288 parking spaces the owner has access to in the County-owned Ballston Public Parking Garage, which can 
only be accessed through the mall and are not proximate to the site. However, those spaces do exist and can help address any overflow parking issues. 
 
The Applicant has explored using the existing County-owned Ballston Public Parking Garage for grocery store parking. However, using the existing public 
garage is not feasible for grocery store patrons and would have a detrimental effect on store viability. This is primarily due to: (1) the walking distance between 
the store and the parking garage entry through the mall; (2) the unique and heavy nature of grocery items; and (3) the need to use carts to transport grocery 
items, along with the concomitant need to manage, collect, and transport carts from the garage to the store through the mall. 
 

7. Loading: Questions about the feasibility and practicality of having the loading on Glebe and most respondents wanted to see that change locations.  
 

Staff Response: Staff continues to evaluate the proposed loading location and continues to work with the applicant to explore options that are feasible at this 
site.  
 
Applicant Response: It is critical that the grocery store’s loading area be adjacent to the store. This is primarily due to the need to efficiently unload materials, 
especially during overnight hours, and reduce truck detention time to a minimum. While there is an existing loading dock below the Ballston Quarter mall, 
and though the loading dock has served the Macy’s for decades, it is approximately 400 feet away from the proposed grocery store, requiring truck delier 
though myriad halls and corridors that are inefficient for loading, and inappropriate given the nature of grocery store items.  
 
An average of three to four large WB68 trucks will service the grocery store over a 24-hour period, during off-peak hours. The propsoed entrance along N. 
Glebe Road allows those trucks to more easily flow into the site. Trucks will then be able to maneuver internal to the building and, ultimately, exit right onto 
N. Glebe Road heading west or Wilson Boulevard heading east. The proposed curb cut eliminates the need for trucks to make wider swings on N. Glebe Road, 
reduces the need for trucks to back into the loading dock, and reduces the time trucks are conflicting with pedestrian and vehicular traffic in the alley. Smaller 
vendor “package” trucks would access the loading dock using the private drive alley and may enter from Wilson Boulevard or N. Glebe Road. 

https://arlington.granicus.com/MetaViewer.php?view_id=2&event_id=1106&meta_id=169654
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The Applicant’s traffic analysis shows there are no capacity issues with its proposed plan, and The Applicant will work with staff on site plan conditions related 
to loading and deliveries. The Applicant will also commit to employing a dockmaster to oversee all loading activities and ensure both appropriate delivery 
timing, and that the alley is not blocked for an extended period of time. This entrance will be monitored and regulated, and the loading doors will be closed 
on N. Glebe Road when trucks are entering and exiting the loading dock. 

 
SPRC Comments  - Land Use & Zoning 

# Name Connection to Project Comment 

1 James Lantelme  SPRC – Project Chair This is an appropriate site for additional residential and ground floor retail. 
2 Elizabeth Gearin  SPRC – Planning Commissioner In terms of land use - how sure are we of demand for this housing? We have recently seen several MF 

developments come to PC with high vacancy rates and conversion to hotel uses. How will this grocery store 
compete with newly redesigned Harris-Teeter? What are implications - for transportation, QOL impacts on 
schools, park - with use change from retail/office to resident? And re policy guidance, are we referring to the 
40-year old Ballston Sector Plan? What other policy guidance can we refer to? 

3 Leonardo Sarli SPRC – Planning Commissioner The project blends well within the context. Looks good. 
4 Bernard Berne  The site's tall new building will block distant views from the shorter "Maxwell" building on the opposite side 

of N. Glebe Road.  This will decrease the Maxwell's property values and reduce the amount of property taxes 
that the County receives from the Maxwell.  
 
Land use guidance recommends that the ground levels of sites should have areas that contain open spaces 
that support biophilia.  However, this site plan contains few such spaces. Except for some spaces that are 
located between street curbs and sidewalks or are adjacent to building walls, the site's entire ground level will 
be covered by impervious pavement that will create stormwater run-off and will not contain any plantings. 
This is undesirable. It will not enhance the neighborhood. 

5 Tenley Peterson SPRC – Planning Commissioner Question: How long does the TDR last? For the life of the receiving site? If the recipient site is sold, does the 
new owner get to keep the development rights? 

6 Ian Blackwell  SPRC – Pedestrian Advisory 
Commission 

Great site for addition of MF housing to the neighborhood. Walkable access to transit, shopping, groceries, 
etc. 

7 Sarah Garner 
 

SPRC – Historic Preservation Board The Historical Affairs and Landmark Review Board (HALRB) is pleased to review the Ballston Macy’s, 701 N. 
Glebe Rd. site plan proposal. HALRB sees no issues with the added density and supports the proposed transfer 
of development rights from the Haven apartment site. 
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# Name Connection to Project Comment 

The Ballston Macy’s building, originally the Hecht Co. department store, was constructed in 1951 as the 
anchor to Parkington, which was one of the first major suburban shopping centers in the Washington DC area. 
HALRB asks that the applicant coordinate with Arlington County preservation staff regarding regarding salvage 
potential for any original materials or historic signage remaining at the site. 

8 C. Dean Foster  SPRC Member – Park and 
Recreation Commission  

Is the site too close to low residential which would prohibit use of TDRs to increase from 115 dwelling units to 
the planned 555 units? 
 
Site is wedged between Glebe Rd. and Wilson Blvd. Area of heavy traffic and site has private street cut-
through or alley which developer wants to use for more truck traffic, loading and unloading. Needs traffic 
study. From BCA's experience with development on west side of Glebe at this site, stormwater drainage and 
management and truck traffic maneuvering, loading and unloading are two areas of concern in this 
immediate vicinity. 

9 Collier Cook  SPRC Member – Ballston Virginia 
Square Civic Association  

- Site is acceptable for receipt of density transfer but the current proposal with the transferred density is bulky 
& blocky. The C-O-2.5 zoning district has notable flexibility with building heights. A building taller than 16 
stories should be considered if a better sculpted & shaped building can be obtained. It should be noted that 
the Origin Apartment tower (also C-O-2.5) on this same block has 22 stories. 
- Community Benefits presented by applicant are underwhelming. 
- A building of this height is compatible. However operational concerns with grocery store (e.g. parking, 
loading, customer PUDO). 
- Need to see perspective illustrations from the BQ plaza as this building will be seen from the plaza. Also this 
plaza will have performance events with amplified sound, so apartments above will need to have sufficient 
sound attenuation. 
- The discontinuance of connectivity with Ballston Quarter is unfortunate. 
- Ground floor seems oversized; sidewalks feel compressed. 

10 Kenneth Matzkin SPRC – Ashton Heights Civic 
Association 

On behalf of Ashton heihgts /Civic Assoication – Appopriate - Support transfer of eevelopment rights from 
Columbia Pike location to maintain affordable housing there 

11 
 

Cate Harrington SPRC – Arlington Mill Civic 
Association  

Since the density here is being achieved by designating Haven Apartments as Committed Affordable housing 
for 30 years I am not in agreement with the density requested. Especially since there will be no affordable 
housing at the Ballston/Macy's site since Insight plans to pay the exchanges (wrong vocab word, so sorry) 
instead 

12 Laura Kirkconnell  SPRC – Bluemont Civic Association  Bluemont residents reported concern about the increase in density from 115 to 555 multi-family units at this 
awkward, densely populated, and congested location. Concerns included the impact on traffic, pedestrian 
safety, parking and diversity.  Questions included use of a Transfer of Development Rights to add 286 more 
units to a congested location in an area already facing problems from rapid population growth. 
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SPRC Comments  - Site Design 

# Name Connection to Project Comment 

13 James Lantelme SPRC – Project Chair  Lobbies on the main streets are good as is the garage/loading dock access on the alley. 
14 Leonardo Sarli SPRC – Planning Commissioner I question the need for another grocery store, particularly at this location. Arlington risks becoming 

oversaturated with grocery stores or not well distributed for the "walkable city" goals. 
15 Bernard Berne SPRC  - Buckingham Civic 

Association  
The building layout and ground floor design leaves very little space for plantings and biophilic elements.  The 
private street between the new building and the existing "Point" building will only contain a few small spaces 
next to the new building) that can hold vegetation and other biophilic elements. The private street will 
contain space for two lanes of traffic. The width of the private street needs to be reduced to accommodate 
only one traffic lane and to create space for plantings. 

16 Tenley Peterson  SPRC – Planning Commissioner  What is the reason for above-ground parking? I thought that was usually avoided. 
17 Ian Blackwell SPRC – Pedestrian Advisory  The urban design guidelines for this site ask for at least 50% of building facade at street grade should 

storefront window, open glass or transparent treatment, has this been achieved here? This is a high 
pedestrian traffic area, and in keeping with the recent upgrades to the streets cape in the area we should 
ensure this building has met this guideline as well. From the rendering it was tough to tell how much frontage 
was glass/storefront and how much was other treatment. 

18 Laura Kirkconnell SPRC – Bluemont Civic Association  Bluemont residents asked whether the private road is sufficient to handle the planned vehicle entry and 
loading dock traffic without it backing onto Wilson Blvd and Glebe Road. Bluemont residents questioned 
whether a new type of grocery store is worth the large density increase and the traffic and pedestrian safety 
impact given that the new Harris Teeter and Target with groceries is across the street, there are 3 Safeways 
nearby, plus a Giant and a Whole Foods. 

19 C. Dean Foster SPRC – Park and Recreation 
Member  

Is there a loading and unloading management plan for delivery trucks? Is the private street of sufficient width 
and depth to allow semi-tractor trailers to safely enter/exit loading dock area? 

20 Collier Cook  SPRC – Ballston Viriginia Square 
Civic Association  

- An above ground parking deck is unacceptable; should be underground. 
- Narrow, potentially congested sidewalks on Wilson & Glebe. The 10-ft clear zone is much too narrow when 
adding a high intensity use as an urban grocery store to an already busy sidewalk. 
- The operations of private street is problematic with many movement conflicts. 
- Unclear how proposed Wilson sidewalk helps the Future Bike Network per Figure F of the D. Sellin memo to 
D. Leach dated 4/20/17. 
- Need more bike racks on Wilson. 
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# Name Connection to Project Comment 

21 Bernard Berne SPRC – Buckingham Civic 
Association  

The N. Glebe Road sidewalk will have bollards near the entrance to the private street.  These will create a 
safety hazard, as they will leave little space for pedestrians and cyclists to pass each other when on the 
sidewalk.  The bollards should be removed from the site design. 

22 Kenneth Matzkin SPRC – Ashton Heights Civic 
Association  

Appropriate – not out of scale with surrounding projects  

 
 
SPRC Comments  - Building Architecture 

# Name Connection to Project Comment 

23 James Lantelme  SPRC – Project Chair  The facade facing the alley and streets need work. They are blank walls from what I can see of the renderings - 
better renderings of the street level experience are needed. Note that the Clarendon Whole Foods has 
transparency along both the Wilson Blvd and parking lot facades. Above the podium the building reads as just 
a glass box. The balconies along the alley (a good thing) look like an afterthought. 

24 Elizabeth Gearin SPRC – Planning Commissioner  This looks like a lovely design complementing the recently redeveloped Ballston Quarter. I like the curved 
facade, and the landscaping; especially the visibility of the greened amenities. 

25 Leonardo Sarli SPRC – Planning Commissioner The building strikes a good balance between design and restraint. It’s not a prominent site. We (the county) 
can use more well-designed background or urban fabric buildings that are not screaming for attention and 
trying too hard to be noticed. Meaning the architecture is appropriate to the site and use.  
The balconies, on the other hand, do not work at all. They are randomly tacked on and are cluttering the 
facade. 

26 Bernard Berne SPRC – Buckingham Civic 
Association  

The facade materials are all glass, except for vertical strips of exposed brick that are between the glass. This 
lacks biophilia. To make the facades biophilic, each needs to contain spaces for trellises holding flowering 
vines. These should cover the vertical strips of brick. All balconies should contain planters with vegetation, 
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# Name Connection to Project Comment 

similar to the planters on the upper balconies at the corners of the building.  Flowering vines should descend 
from the entire roof level, not just from parts of it. 

27 Tenley Peterson  SPRC – Planning Commission  I like the greenery draping the building. Who would maintain that? How would it look through the seasons? 
Would this “soft” design element be part of the site conditions? Can there be more of it? I dont think people 
on ground level can appreciate these biophilic features. 
 
Can the green areas of the third floor amenity terraces stay green with the lack of light from surrounding 
buildings' shadows? 

28 Melissa Riggio SPRC – Park and Recreation 
Commission  

I am glad to see that the developer has mentioned integrating bird-friendly elements into the window design, 
as that is extremely important for tall, largely-glassed buildings such as this. 

29 Ian Blackwell  SPRC – Pedestrian Advisory 
Commission 

Overall, supportive of the building design. There appears to be various shapes at play with the curves at lower 
level, before the drop back and apartment tower. The greenery included at various levels is visually appealing 
and creates more interest than some similar wholly glass buildings. Overall, this building would fit in with the 
neighborhood. 

30 Laura Kirkconnell  SPRC – Bluemont Civic Association  Because they want Ballston Quarter to remain economically viable, Bluemont residents expressed concerns 
about connectivity of the project to Ballston Quarter, and what people on the key lower three levels of 
Ballston Quarter will experience as they look toward the space formerly occupied by the Macy's. 

31 C. Dean Foster  SPRC – Park and Recreation 
Commission  

As the building is so much glass, bird safety must be adequately addressed. 

32 Collier Cook  SPRC – Ballston Viriginia Square 
Civic Association  

- If the aboveground parking deck is permitted, it must be completely enclosed (Wilson & Glebe facades). 
- Need vertical relief on Wilson façade. Should step-back above grocery store. A theme has already been 
developed along Wilson with the Origin apt tower and 4200 Wilson office bldg where there is a recess of one 
or two floors between the building' s base and where the tower starts. 
- The building terminates the vista of N Stuart St, architecture should acknowledge this but does not currently. 

33 Kenneth Matzkin  SPRC – Ashton Heights Civic 
Association  

Appropriate  
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SPRC Comments  - Transportation, Parking, & Loading  

# Name Connection to Project Comment 

34 James Lantelme SPRC – Project Chair I question the above grade parking as being contrary to our general county preference for parking to be below 
grade wherever feasible. I oppose the added left turn lane on Glebe. If a dedicated turn lane is needed, it 
should be taken from one of the existing three lanes. Glebe is already a pedestrian barrier and adding a lane 
will make that worse. We should be facilitating walking to the supermarket from west of Glebe. Residential 
parking should be mostly in the existing parking structure. 

35 Elizabeth Gearin SPRC – Planning Commissioner  I'd like to hear more for the rationale for above-grade parking; and for modifying the existing private street to 
two-way with access on Glebe. Will this be right-in, right-out? Siting in transit-rich environment includes many 
options to support ambitious TDM. 

36 Leonardo Sarli SPRC – Planning Commissioner  I appreciate, very much, the shared ramp with the Point office building next door. 
37 Bernard Berne SPRC – Buckingham Civic 

Association  
The paved area on the private street between the "Point" building and the new building is too wide. The 
street should have only one single-directional traffic lane, together with turning spaces at the entrances to the 
underground garages. There is no clear need for a second traffic lane or two-directional travel, as the present 
street functions well without these.  Except for the street and its sidewalks, all spaces between the two 
buildings should contain vegetation that supports pollinators. 

38 Tenley Peterson SPRC – Planning Commissioner  What is the reason for above-ground parking? I thought that was usually avoided. 
39 Ian Blackwell SPRC – Pedestrian Advisory 

Commission 
What will be the widths of the sidewalk around the building? Is there room at any area for some cafe style 
seating outside? Will there be any new curb cuts that don’t exist on the current property? Any elimination of 
existing curb cuts? 

40 Sarah Garner SPRC – Historic Affairs Landmark 
Review Board  

As a neighbor of the site (not HALRB rep) I am concerned about the traffic impact of the retail parking garage 
entrance from cars turning into the alley from Glebe Road, which has had increased pedestrian presence in 
recent years. I look forward to seeing results of transportation study. 

41 Laura Kirkconnell SPRC – Bluemont Civic Association  Proposed changes to Glebe, especially a left turn lane from Glebe into the private street pose a new hazard to 
people using the pedestrian crossing on Glebe at the private street and 7th Street. Per County staff, the N 
Glebe Road-Wilson Blvd and N Glebe-Carlin Springs intersections already experience traffic levels of service 
that border on the unacceptable. Concerns include the loading dock and vehicle entrances on the private 
street worsening congestion, and the removal of short term parking. 

42 C. Dean Foster SPRC – Park and Recreation 
Commission  

The county staff report identifies a potential pedestrian/vehicle conflict from the proposed changes to N. 
Glebe Rd., including installation of a left turn lane from the private street between Macy's and the Ballston 
Point building. The Bluemont Civic Association worked diligently for this crossing during the site plan 
discussions for the Waycroft building project. The plan also reduces the pedestrian refuge width from 11 feet 
to 6 feet. Furthermore, we have not seen any revised multimodal asses 
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43 Collier Cook  SPRC – Ballston Viriginia Square 
Civic Association  
 

- Agree with Transportation staff's deep concerns. 
- Grocery store parking deck must include cargo bike parking as close to escalators (same as Ballston Target). 
- With Wilson used for Open Streets events, this project must still satisfactorily function with Glebe 
entrance/exit use only. 
- The private street at Wilson should be right-in, right-out only but need to develop means to permit bicycles 
to make all turns. 

44 Kenneth Matzkin SPRC – Ashton Heights Civic 
Association  

Maintain vehicle access through existing N. Randolf St. entrance/exit 
Plan for residential parking should not be diminished 

45 Cate Harrington SPRC – Arlington Mill Civic 
Association  

The traffic around the Ballston area is already fairly thick and with the addition of the (fairly) new light at 7th 
St. quite slow as well. The changes here will add to the pressure on that intersection and this may require 
additional changes. 
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SPRC Comments  - Tree Canopy & Landscaping  

# Name Connection to Project Comment 

46 James Lantelme  SPRC – Project Chair  Most biophilic elements will not be seen at sidewalk level and what is at ground level seems to be used to 
simply be a coverup to the lack of transparency into the store. The alley should also have additional biophilic 
elements. 

47 Elizabeth Gearin SPRC – Planning Commissioner  Exciting to see this greener design; what does reference to bird-friendly design (app presentation) include 
beyond bird-friendly glass? Will the private greened balconies also be professionally managed? Like reference 
to 4-season plants including natives. Is there a planting list and design? Will development provide educational 
materials for any of this for residents/ visitors? 

48 Leonardo Sarli  SPRC – Planning Commissioner Looks good. I defer to others. 
49 Bernard Berne  SPRC – Buckingham Civic 

Association  
4.1 submission's landscaping sheets are incomplete.  They do not list the species of any shrubs, perennials, 
grasses, vines and bulbs. To support the County Board's 2016 "Monarch Pledge", the planting list must have 
much Common Milkweed (Asclepias syriaca), especially at ground level.  This is the only milkweed that egg-
laying Monarch butterflies prefer and grows well in Arlington's natural areas.  The private street needs wide 
areas filled with pollinator plants, including wall-climbing vines. 

50 Tenley Peterson SPRC – Planning Commissioner  Is there space for rooftop solar? 
51 Melissa Riggio SPRC – Park and Recreation 

Commission  
The developer has mentioned ensuring native plants for the landscaping, which is also very important for any 
new developments in Arlington. 

52 Ian Blackwell SPRC – Pedestrian Advisory 
Commission 

No comment 

53 Laura Kirkconnell SPRC – Bluemont Civic Associatin  Bluemont residents said the plan should include permeable outside areas, roof top rain gardens, and other 
storm water mitigation measures. Bluemont residents noted that much of the green space appears to be in 
areas inaccessible to the public, while Ballston has a documented shortage of green spaces. 

54 C. Dean Foster SPRC – Park and Recreation 
Commission  

Most of the biophilia seems to be "window dressing" which does not address the true imperviousness of the 
site. Nearly all of the "greenery" appears to be on inaccessible, private rooftops. It is probable as well that 
"street trees" will not survive the long term. 

55 Collier Cook  SPRC – Ballston Viriginia Square 
Civic Association  

- Rooftop greenery is welcomed. 
- Ground level planning areas should accommodate bioretention. 
- The planting bed at the NE corner makes the pedestrian walk from the BQ plaza/entrance to the Wilson Blvd 
crossing at Stuart St awkward. Need to see ground site plans that show the sidewalk further east & include 
restaurant outdoor café seating areas. 

56 Kenneth Matzkin SPRC  - Ashton Heights Civic 
Association  

Unknown 
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SPRC Comments  - Other 

# Name Connection to Project Comment 

57 James Lantelme SPRC – Project Chair  I'm not sure the supposed public space on the podium off the mall is at all useful. 
58 Elizabeth Gearin SPRC – Planning Commissioner  Re affordable housing - clarify if we are preserving existing affordable units or creating new (both terms used 

within both app/ staff presentations); and level of affordabiity; and term of affordability. Re dog amenities, 
clarify if this includes a dog run area and if indoor or outdoor. 

59 Leonardo Sarli SPRC – Planning Commissioner  Sustainability is suffering from excessive use of glass. 25% to 35% glazing of most facades is optimal for the 
energy to light balance. This much glass requires more energy to heat and cool, offsetting all the other 
sustainability measures. 
 
The grocery store mechanical is not clear. Please provide more information (or clarify) for this mechanical 
detail. 

60 Bernard Berne SPRC – Buckingham Civic 
Association  

The applicant should not transfer density from Haven to Ballston.  Ballston does not need more density.  
Worse, covenants will designate Haven’s units as “Committed Affordable Units” (CAF).  This will reduce the 
number of Haven's Market Rate Affordable (MAF) units, thus exacerbating the County's shortage of "Missing 
Middle" housing. The covenants will cause the evictions of Haven tenants whose income is too high to qualify 
for CAF units, while benefitting people who keep their incomes low. 

61 Sarah Garner SPRC – Historic Affairs Landmark 
Review Board 

The shopping center construction coincides with the county’s WWII-era development boom. Parkington was 
the first shopping center built around a multistory parking garage in the U.S. and was considered the largest 
department store on the East Coast. Given the more than 70-year commercial history of the site, and the 
available historic photographs and other documentation, HALRB requests an educational component to the 
project, either on the exterior via signage, or in the interior retail space. 

62 Laura Kirkconnell  SPRC – Bluemont Civic Association  Construction traffic: What route will construction traffic take to and from the site, and where will construction 
vehicles wait to enter? Will construction avoid 7th Street N. and other residential streets in Bluemont? How 
will construction traffic affect traffic on Wilson and Glebe?  Stormwater: Do County experts think all 
stormwater flows from this project will be mitigated? Will the project increase water flows to Bluemont, 
which is already experiencing stormwater/flooding problems? 

63 C. Dean Foster SPRC – Park and Recreation 
Commission  

In the absence of sufficient open space, the applicant should be expected make a significant contribution 
toward development of such a community benefit. 

64 Collier Cook SPRC – Ballston Viriginia Square 
Civic Association  

- It appears that the ground floor has changed between the 4.1 filing and the applicant's presentation that 
shows a different configuration. Please update website with detailed drawings for the revised ground floor 
and other affected floors (such as the grocery parking floor). 
- What will be the future of the parking spaces assigned to Macy's in the Ballston Public Garage? Can that be 
used to reduce size of grocery garage. 
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65 Bernard Berne SPRC – Buckingham Civic 
Association  

This project does not appear to provide any benefits to the community. The grocery store (if the applicant can 
find a suitable tenant) that will compete with the nearby Harris Teeter store and may not provide a real 
benefit.  To provide a community benefit, the applicant should permit the public to use the wine bar - flex 
space for meetings and conferences when the buildings residents are not using it. 

66 Kenneth Matzkin SPRC – Ashton Heights Civic 
Association  

Permit public access to the projects roof-top 
Activate N. Glebe Road elevation with commerical spaces 
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Community Comments  - Land Use & Zoning  

# Name Connection to Project Land Use & Zoning Comments 

67   
Community member or neighbor 

Why are there no affordable housing units being built in Ballston? I don't think Columbia Pike needs additional 
affordable housing units. This smells like a greedy developer taking advantage of policies to build more 
profitable residential units in Ballston. 

68  Community member or neighbor The last thing that this area of Glebe/Ballston needs is another high-rise apartment building. Retail is a 
valuable change of pace. No more high-rise apartment buildings! Improve upon the offerings in the mall that 
are already there. 

69 Adam Theo Community member or neighbor The location is perfect for this level of density and land use. The intended grocery store anchor is much 
needed in the neighborhood. The current zoning and GLUP designation is appropriate.  

70 Alex Wolfe Community member or neighbor This design seems to fit with the surrounding area, that entire block is built up quite high so maxing out the 
height would not be an issue. 
 
Great! Build it high, everything else around that area is similar. 

71 Amy Colucci Community member or neighbor The stretch of glebe road has been under construction for so many years. It is unfair to people who live here 
to continually have to deal with the noise and drive on roads that are ripped up, have potholes, and more 
often than not have lanes that are closed due to construction all while having to pay hundreds of dollars a 
year in personal property tax on our cars. Will the county be paving these roads more often to account for the 
presumed increase in traffic/use by semi-trucks? 

72 Arlington Redident Community member or neighbor I don’t want my tax dollars spent on any more affordable housing since all you do is use our money to dump 
illegal criminal immigrants into Arlington! Stop spending money and making our community crowded and 
dangerous! 
 
Leave the building as it is now. The Arlington County Board is corrupt and destroying Arlington. They steal our 
tax dollars to build housing to dump illegal immigrants who are unskilled , uneducated and unrolling to work 
into our community. You have destroyed Arlington and crime is skyrocketing because of your corrupt policies. 

73 Barbara Smith Community member or neighbor This project seems to exist as an island not properly connected or adjusted to adjacent buildings and 
streetscapes, either in architectural or planning terms. 

74 Brian Whitman Community member or neighbor This is an underused nearly vacant store and completely vacant office. This new use is consistent with the 
more local housing/retail nearby.   

75 Carolyn Chachkin  Community member or neighbor No major issues re: location -- I feel it's a good idea to develop this property into something more useful for 
the community.  Biggest concern with location is already high density of people and traffic -- number of 
proposed units (555) seems really excessive, and I predict even more traffic snarls and pedestrian dangers in 
an area that is just a mess currently for traffic flow. 
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Does height really need to be this high?  The goal is to be tapering from the central part of Ballston toward 
residential.  Residential is just one street over, and buildings should be tapering DOWN in height, not building 
higher.  Also overcrowding concerns with more cars, people and no new expansion of roads/lanes/lights being 
possible at this point, already a MAJOR slow area (esp. w/Quarter UberEats and other delivery drivers stalling 
out all of Wilson Blvd, and zillion lights on Glebe). 

76 Casey Nolan  Community member or neighbor This site is an excellent candidate for redevelopment given the existing infrastructure in place and legacy big 
box mall remnant that otherwise will sit fallow.  Residential use alone is enough to warrant the vision 
presented.  Add a grocery store and it becomes even more attractive for the surrounding community. 
 
The mixed use component with residential and a grocer should be supported by County guidelines. There is a 
housing crisis. By adding supply and committing some units to 60% AMI or less affordability levels, this project 
helps address a major issue for Arlington and the region. 

77 Connor Hawley Community member or neighbor I like it. Picasso. Glebe and wilson are already very loud and busy. I take no issue with those corridors being 
marginally louder and busier. It makes sense to put residential here - it kind of connects the residential stuff 
together 

78 Craig Deering  Community member or neighbor The original intention for the Ballston plan was to diminish bulk and density at the western end to transition 
to lower density adjacent land uses.  This project does not respect that intent. 
 
Again, the west end of Ballston was to provide a transition to lower density.  This concept was central to Peck 
site concerns, but only partially respected.  This intense density at this site is incredibly disrespectful to the 
community. 

79 Daniel Freudberg Community member or neighbor The site location is fine for *something* but honestly pretty terrible for what's proposed. There are already a 
ton of un-utilized sites in the area. Additionally, the new Harris Teeter is more than enough. Is the loading 
dock in the outline or would it use the mall's loading dock? If it's the mall loading dock, that's better. 
 
Please don't build a gigantic albatross of a building. The mall is short, it already has some towers around it, it 
doesn't need another. 

80 Daniel Bluestone Community member or neighbor Since 1951, The Hecht Company, later Macy's, provided an anchor for the development of an important 
Arlington shopping center.  The idea was based on retail and pedestrian connectivity, porousness, and 
synergy. 
This development apparently has no interest in connectivity, porousness, or synergy.  The grocery will not 
connect directly to the mall.  It will undercut Ballston Q, discouraging walk-through traffic and shopping.  This 
is terrible urban, retail, and economic planning.   
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This site seems a fine one for residential density and a major grocery store.  I wonder why, in connection with 
the transfer of development rights, this development isn't higher; which would permit a greater and more 
varied and visually dynamic massing on the skyline, less banality on the streetscape, and plaza plantings at 
southwest and southeast corners of project.   

81 Elizabeth Warren  Community member or neighbor The site location is logical. With the rest of the mall updated, the Macy has definitely fallen behind. I live next 
door and while the sound would be irritating, construction is part of life in the city. 

82 Elizabeth Slanta  Community member or neighbor Do we need another grocery store not more than a block from the Harris Teeter? 
83 Ellen Arbruster Community member or neighbor I do not think we want or need a grocery in this location.  We have a new Harris Teeter going in almost across 

the street and the Target across the street also sells groceries.  The intersection is awkward and very 
congested as it is. The developer cannot guarantee that a grocery will sign a lease when the time comes and 
the County cannot require it as a condition of the site plan.  If we permit them to build this and they don’t get 
a grocery, we have a bad site plan with none of the “benefits” 
 
Arlington County taxpayers have a lot of money tied up in the mall—we own the parking garage, paid for the 
Wilson Blvd streetscape improvements, and built the new pedestrian bridge across Wilson.  I don’t want this 
developer to be permitted to further damage the chances of the mall.  We asked Macy’s to improve their 
store and participate in the mall redevelopment site plan: they declined. 

84 Glen Brown Community member or neighbor This area does not need any more high-rise buildings. There are already too many apartments in the area. It is 
too congested. 

85 Henry McFarland Community member or neighbor A concern is the large increase in density in an area that has population density far above the average for the 
county and that has recently seen large increases in density. I do not understand how they claim such a large 
amount of bonus density Developers transfer 118 units from the Haven site and somehow get to have 236 
added units at this site. Why is there a multiplier of two? 

86 Ivan Thomas Community member or neighbor Too much construction going in the area that affect neighbors. 
This is a commercial area. If you they want to build something that will benefit neighbors they would build 
more stores instead of housing. We need more stores and not more housing. 

87 Jacob Tatge  Local Resident Definitely in favor of using the Macy's location for something more useful to the community. A grocery store 
would be great for local residents who are within walking distance. Should blend in nicely with the other tall 
buildings in the area. 

88 Joan Fitzgerald Community member or neighbor Seems like a good place for this, except not sure why we need 70% + of our dwelling units to be condos in 
Arlington. There are no community benefits.  Affordable housing is already 'paid for' in the TDR process.  The 
community should have access to the 2nd story 'podium' as shared public/private space, as a necessary 
community benefit. 
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89 John Ziegenhein  Community member or neighbor Why would the county allow for the transfer of development rights from another location to significantly 
increase density in the GLUP MEDIUM location? What justifies modification of the GLUP in this case, and what 
impact does transferring the development rights impact the future of affordable housing on Columbia PIke? 

90 Joshua Bruno  Community member or neighbor Great location 
91 Juan Mont Community member or neighbor Glebe Road 
92 Kenneth Rodriguez Community member or neighbor Please do not develop this site. This is a residential neighborhood, the level of noise and disturbance from 

such a major construction project would be incredibly disruptive, especially when most people are working 
from home. A much better use of the site would be redevelopment of the existing space into retail that is 
exciting for the community. 
 
Please do not develop this site. This is a residential neighborhood, the level of noise and disturbance from 
such a major construction project would be incredibly disruptive, especially when most people are working 
from home. A much better use of the site would be redevelopment of the existing space into retail that is 
exciting for the community. 

93 Landon Rordam Community member or neighbor Fantastic! Upzone us please Yes yes yes 
94 M B  Community member or neighbor 1. Planned traffic flow is seems like it exacerbates pressure on Glebe and Wilson / Glebe and Carlin Springs 

traffic that is often already at a standstill during peak traffic or garage usage. The current design appears to 
exacerbate the issue due to adding another choke point. And it may make it harder for those who need to 
access to the garage the other alley turn age. 
 
Alley pedestrian way is not bike, mobility aid friendly. Too narrow and only supports one-way traffic per 
sidewalk side. 

95 Matt Weiner Community member or neighbor This will be a massive traffic block to an already crowded and torn up main road. 
96 Mikalia Milton Community member or neighbor The project as proposed would reduce the friendliness of the viewshed on N. Gelbe Road.  The site plan calls 

for glass window of retail fronting the main roads.  This design provides mostly parking and mechanical 
elements along N. Glebe which will not be pleasant to look at. 
 
The building will be too massive - even for the proposed site and should conform to the heights of the new 
building across N. Glebe at Carlin Springs.  The company renderings are disingenuous, showing 5 stories of 
residential on top of 2 stories of commercial.  In reality the building will be much taller - too tall even for this 
site. 

97 Randy Painter  Community member or neighbor Overall I support the proposed location as needing an upgrade. Overall Insupport thr land use and zoning for 
this proposal. 
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98 Richard Franks  Community member or neighbor Extraordinarily excited to see this incredibly valuable but ugly parcel put to better use. Consistent with the 
neighborhood. Additive for sure! 

99 S. Sundburg Community member or neighbor Site is wedged between Wilson Blvd. and N. Glebe Road. Level of service (LOS) at the Wilson-Glebe traffic light 
has multiple failing operations several hours a day, including Saturday. Site also has 2 other grocery stores 
w/in 2 blocks. Grocery stores generate many vehicle trips. A 2015 DC traffic study concluded, "specialty 
grocery stores showed especially high traffic counts compared to larger grocery stores" 
https://www.alexandriava.gov/uploadedFiles/DDOT_TripGen_Report_Oct15%20(002).pdf 
 
Because transfer of development rights (TDRs), it would appear that exceeding any cap on maximum height is 
allowed. Questions: Has staff already certified the sending site? If not, when will this occur? Is any portion of 
this parcel "within 165 feet from R-zoned districts that are planned 'Low' Residential," which would prohibit 
TDRs? https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-
content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/PC_lrpc_Nov2012_TDRPolicy.pdf  

100 Sam Rosen Community member or neighbor A very conjested area and corner. The denisty/capacity for condos/apts in this area is over capacity. Overall, 
this project is very not needed or wanted by the community. 
 
Much better uses for this land rather than residential. Additional retail, greenspace, parking, etc. 

101 Shatki Shukla Community member or neighbor Site is wedged between Wilson Blvd. and N. Glebe Road. Level of service (LOS) at the Wilson-Glebe traffic light 
has multiple failing operations several hours a day, including Saturday. Site also has 2 other grocery stores 
w/in 2 blocks. Grocery stores generate many vehicle trips. A 2015 DC traffic study concluded, "specialty 
grocery stores showed especially high traffic counts compared to larger grocery stores" 
https://www.alexandriava.gov/uploadedFiles/DDOT_TripGen_Report_Oct15%20(002).pdf 
 
Because transfer of development rights (TDRs), it would appear that exceeding any cap on maximum height is 
allowed. Questions: Has staff already certified the sending site? If not, when will this occur? Is any portion of 
this parcel "within 165 feet from R-zoned districts that are planned 'Low' Residential," which would prohibit 
TDRs? https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-
content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/PC_lrpc_Nov2012_TDRPolicy.pdf  

102 Stefanie Walker Community member or neighbor The developer should find a different business for the ground floor than a grocery store. Within a block is a 
Target and a huge new Harris Teeter is being built. Traffic and noise from trucks unloading negatively impact 
the quality of life in the immediate neighborhood. Developer should use their private alley for the loading 
dock. 
 

https://www.alexandriava.gov/uploadedFiles/DDOT_TripGen_Report_Oct15%20(002).pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/PC_lrpc_Nov2012_TDRPolicy.pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/PC_lrpc_Nov2012_TDRPolicy.pdf
https://www.alexandriava.gov/uploadedFiles/DDOT_TripGen_Report_Oct15%20(002).pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/PC_lrpc_Nov2012_TDRPolicy.pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/12/PC_lrpc_Nov2012_TDRPolicy.pdf
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The developer should include affordable housing units in the new building. Maintaining affordable housing at 
the Haven is extremely important, but the method by which this is being done is wrong. There seem to be no 
meaningful public spaces in the site design. 

103 Steve Wardell  Community member or neighbor Fits right in with Ballston's urbanism. More density the better  right near lots of walkable things and Metro.  
104 Susan Graham  Community member or neighbor There is a grocery store, Haris Teeter, across the street and down a block from this site.  That seems pretty 

close for a second store, especially because the existing Harris Teeter is under construction and will be bigger 
than it was.  Also, traffic, pedestrian and vehicle, is congested in the Ballston neighborhood and more housing 
will exacerbate that. 
United States 

105 Susan McNahon Community member or neighbor Redevelop existing building instead of raking down buikding 
106 Thomas Flournoy Community member or neighbor This is a rather small foot print given the density requested and the lack of street-level amenities being 

offered. A larger site would have provided more flexibility and a better design. This design does not add any 
benefit to the community and actually results in negative impacts at the street level. And while grocery stores 
are desirable, we are reaching the point of over-saturation in the Ballston neighborhood. 
 
This site is a bad location for transferring density from an off-sight property, a property that is not likely to see 
any additional demand for more density itself in the near future. As mentioned above, the site's footprint is 
inadequate for a design that will benefit the community, made worse by the additional transferred density. 
Further, the entire first two "platform" floors are largely occupied by services for the building. Parking and 
deliveries need to be below grade. 

107 Tom Gleason Community member or neighbor Current Macy's use is clearly diminishing foot traffic and aesthetic in this central Ballston location. Alternate 
mixed-use as proposed would definitely enhance the overall environment at this important Wilson/Glebe 
intersection. 

108 William Barratt Community member or neighbor The Macy's store is effectively dead, so almost anything would be a better use of the space. 
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# Name Connection to Project Site Design Comments 

109 Adam Theo Community member or neighbor There should be  
110 Alex Wolfe 

 
Community member or neighbor Seems fine; not sure about the parking entrance onto the "private drive" - in my experience a lot of people 

walk through that section, so might be dangerous to increase traffic through there? Also just make sure that 
it's safe for pedestrians walking around those entrances, tons of people walking around that block. 

111 Amy Colucci Community member or neighbor Why would we need another grocery store in Ballston? There is a Target right across the street and a Harris 
Teeter 2 blocks away. Seems like overkill and will only create more traffic, noise, and congestion on already 
busy roads. While the Macy's is very large and the buyer's do not seem to know the demographic of this area, 
it is beneficial in some senses to avoid trips to pentagon city/tysons. 

112 Arlington Redident Community member or neighbor Design is terrible and no housing should be built for any of the illegal immigrants snd refugees. If people want 
to live in arlington they need to go to school and get educated and work their butts off to pay for their own 
homes. I am sick of being taxed to support people who break our immigration laws and illegally enter this 
country. Stop importing people into our towns just do you can find people to vote illegally for Democrats. No 
educated person who cares about America would vote Democratic 

113 Barbara Smith  Community member or neighbor Why is it that Glebe Road is treated as the back-of-store space for this project? Developer owns the alley, 
back-of--store-spaces should be concentrated there. But Glebe Road has the truck entrance to the loading 
dock, the transformer room, with mechanical rooms, garage exhaust louvers just above.  Some section of the 
grocery store or other smaller retail stores should face Glebe Road. If utility space can't fit on the alley make 
the building higher and the footprint smaller. 

114 Carolyn Chachkin Community member or neighbor Loading and parking design should minimize disruption on Glebe and Wilson, which are TERRIBLE to drive on 
at the moment.  TOO MANY residential units, too many additional cars likely.   

115 Casey Nolan Community member or neighbor The parking and loading look complicated but I trust the designers and users (grocer, residential owner) know 
what they are doing. I think the developer picked the correct location to load the building. 

116 Chris Slatt Other Arlington County Board, 
Commission, or Committee 
member 

The loading, mechanical and parking entrances combine to create a large long facade wrapping the southwest 
corner that is absent any street activation, eyes on the street or visual interest. 

117 Connor Hawley Community member or neighbor Makes sense without looking too much into it. 
118 Craig Deering Community member or neighbor This type of to the edge, urban wall, "concrete/glass" canyon should not be permitted.  Ample setbacks, and 

sky view should be enforced. 
119 Daniel Freudberg Community member or neighbor Hate it, ugly, doesn't fit the space or what the new Ballston mall is trying to be. The goal should be to be a 

better mosaic district, this doesn't accomplish it. 
120 Daniel Bluestone Community member or neighbor The site plan is deeply flawed.  Lots of happy talk about green, sustainable, pedestrian orientation, etc.  Now, 

take a walk along the Glebe Road edge.  A huge blank loading dock door, a long blank stretch of a transformer 
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room, a stingy lobby of little interest, and underground parking vents.  This dreary urban design thoroughly 
scuttles the burgeoning commitment to a pedestrian realm along Glebe, sacrificed to huge trucks and 
automobiles. Please no trucks driving over sidewalks on Glebe!! 

121 David Howell  Other Arlington County Board, 
Commission, or Committee 
member 

A good design for the site. Would be useful to see a rendering of how the proposed structure and the existing 
Mall structure actually connect. The two corner perspectives do not illustrate the full length of that interface. 

122 Elizabeth Warren  Community member or neighbor The layout seems fine. I am a little unsure about another grocery store 2 blocks from the already existing 
Harris Teeter, that seems excessive. 

123 Elizabeth Slanta Community member or neighbor Do we need another grocery store not more than a block from the Harris Teeter? 
124 Ellen Armbruster Community member or neighbor The proposed grocery use results in a lot of dead space at street level, blank walls, and exhaust fan panels.  

There is no connectivity between the new development/grocery and the mall on any level.  This creates more 
dead space and blank walls on all 3 levels inside the mall. We want to increase connectivity, not reduce it.  
The mall is already failing, this will kill it. 

125 Joan Fitzgerald Community member or neighbor As DES preso pointed out, trucks should not be loading on the private road, due to negative pedestrian 
impacts.  Glebe Road should be activated, not a blank wall.  Agree. 

126 Joshua Bruno Community member or neighbor I think it is a great design 
127 Julia Bellotti  Community member or neighbor The renderings show this building to be way too tall for the space. People that move to the DC area 

appreciate that we don't have super high-rise buildings. There are enough in Ballston already. If you want 
another high-rise, go to Falls Church and ruin their sky view instead. 

128 Kate Mattos  Community member or neighbor The plan inadequately addresses traffic needs and impacts, including for the grocery store.  The new “street” 
and its traffic pattern will result in increased hazards to pedestrians and impede already busy traffic on Wilson 
Blvd. and N. Glebe Road. 

129 Landon Rodriguez Community member or neighbor Can't wait to have a closer grocery store 
130 Mikalia Milton Community member or neighbor The project as proposed would reduce the friendliness of the viewshed on N. Gelbe Road.  The site plan calls 

for glass window of retail fronting the main roads.  This design provides mostly parking and mechanical 
elements along N. Glebe which will not be pleasant to look at. 

131 Randy Painter Community member or neighbor I have some concerns about the proposal. The property currently has sidewalks that are too narrow on some 
sides, particularly along Glebe. Any changes to the should include increased width of sidewalks so that it is 
more pedestrian friendly and people in wheelchairs can pass through easily with oncoming traffic. The site 
design should allow for access from the mall. The main benefit of being located at the mall is that one can 
easily go from one store to the next without outdoors. 

132 Richard Franks  Community member or neighbor Love the updated alley! 
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133 S. Sundburg Community member or neighbor Loading dock bay appears to be too small to accommodate the number of delivery trucks that a grocery store 
will generate (in addition to moving vans and trucks for residents). Where will trucks idle/stack when waiting 
to load/unload at the dock? Where is the loading dock management plan (similar to the Waycroft and 800 N. 
Glebe plans)? Is the private road sufficient width/depth to allow 18-wheel tractor trailers to make necessary 
turns into and out  of the loading dock? 

134 Sam Rosen  Community member or neighbor Once again, the design is large and again, not needed. Parking and traffic will be a huge problem. 
135 Shakti Shukla  Community member or neighbor Loading dock bay appears to be too small to accommodate the number of delivery trucks that a grocery store 

will generate (in addition to moving vans and trucks for residents). Where will trucks idle/stack when waiting 
to load/unload at the dock? Where is the loading dock management plan (similar to the Waycroft and 800 N. 
Glebe plans)? Is the private road sufficient width/depth to allow 18-wheel tractor trailers to make necessary 
turns into and out of the loading dock? 

136 Shubham Agarwal Community member or neighbor Is an upgrade to existing Macy’s but doesn’t activate the North Glebe section (which is peppered with loading 
docks and mechanical room. Opportunity to make it more inviting .. given the retail developments across the 
street and also Ballston Point. 

137 Stefanie Walker Community member or neighbor It is a terrible design to have an additional cut on Glebe Road for trucks to enter for loading. This will 
exacerbate vehicle traffic on Glebe and create unacceptable endangerment of pedestrians. Groceries have 
almost no windows to the outside on the ground level--that is why this the wrong choice for this site. The 
County's intent is to make the Ballston center area vibrant and welcoming, but long windowless stretches of 
wall will achieve the opposite. 

138 Steve Wardell Community member or neighbor Looks well done 
139 Thomas Flournoy  Community member or neighbor It's unfortunate that the County continues to allow/support "platform" construction to support services for 

the proposed building. All parking and deliveries should be below grade. This design only extends the existing 
banality that frames a good part of "Ballston Quarter" (along Randolph and Glebe Road). The redevelopment 
of the mall is essentially a failure and this design seems to continue that effort.     
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Community Comments  - Architecture  

# Name Connection to Project Architecture Comments 

140  Community member or neighbor I love the choices to provide green spaces. Using glass and materials that are safer for birds is very important 
to me. 

141 Adam Theo Community member or neighbor Access to the 3rd floor terrace (mixed use wine bar) from the mall should be guaranteed. 
142 Alex Wolfe Community member or neighbor Fine, typical architecture of the times. 
143 Amy Colucci Community member or neighbor The area walking down wilson to glebe is a wind tunnel - how will the design of this building impact the wind? 
144 Arlington Redident Community member or neighbor Do not waste &$ on this orohect 
145 Audrey Morris Community member or neighbor Energy conversation must be a priority if there is any commitment to reducing climate change.. "Transparent" 

facade means glass, which is not the most energy efficient. Please move to more energy-efficient materials. In 
practice tenants generally cover up with drapes or other coverings anyway, so they do not appreciate all that 
glass. 

146 Barbara Smith  Community member or neighbor In the surrounding context buildings have clear and successful terminations at the top.  In this project the 
designers seem to have just given up, run out of gas.  My criticism is not about modern v. traditional building.  
Modernist pioneer Mies van der Rohe knew how to define the top of his buildings (see Seagram's Building).  
Eliminating glass is not sufficient and looks inept, especially when draped with vines.  We would wait 
anxiously for vines to take over this entire uninspired design.   

147 Bianca Sanchez Community member or neighbor The slides simply mention bird-friendly design. I would like concrete examples. For example, a bird friendly-
design means choosing for your landscaping native plants that provide adequate shelter and nutrition to 
birds. It would be a great community exercise if you involve our master gardeners who have localized 
knowledge on what grows well in our urban areas. Bird friendly design also means ensuring surfaces are not 
reflective and prevent birds from hitting surfaces. 

148 Casey Nolan  Community member or neighbor I would not characterize the architecture as inspiring, memorable or noteworthy. While better than another 
orange brick box it seems like a shiny shoe box on top of a retail base. With a concrete tower there could be 
opportunities to do something special with the glass facade along Wilson.   

149 Connor Hawley Community member or neighbor This will be a great redesign without tearing down the existing structure 
150 Craig Deering  Community member or neighbor Boring and boxy.  Isn't the boring, boxy Ballston Mall office tower enough for this neighborhood? 
151 Dan Butler Community member or neighbor Looks great, will be awesome to have the eye sore that is the Macy's removed 
152 Daniel Freudberg Community member or neighbor See site design comments. 
153 Daniel Bluestone  Community member or neighbor Macy's design mediocrity has seemingly provided the cues for the new design. It is boring, lacks visual appeal. 

Nearby, Waycroft has visual variety, massing that highlights key entrances. For the current designers variety 
comes through random location of window mullions. Tier of balconies on Glebe highlights nothing at 
sidewalk.  Signaling the TOP of the building by removing glass from bays is silly. Hanging gardens motif even 
sillier. Setback dimensions are all wrong. Design underwhelms. 
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154 David Howell  Other Arlington County Board, 
Commission, or Committee 
member 

It will fit well with the existing assortment of facades. The terraces and roof treatments are beneficial. Will 
they all be private access only? 
Please describe more definitively what fenestration approaches are being considered under the "bird-
friendly" category. 
Please also address the issue of "dark-sky" and what lighting design is being contemplated. 

155 Elizabeth Warren  Community member or neighbor Making sure the windows are bird friendly is very important. In the presentation, it seems you're already 
aware of bird friendly facade importance. I'd just like to stress the point. The design has a lot of windows, and 
birds have a tendency to fly into those and die. Using bird friendly glass in New construction or window 
replacement is super important in skyscrapers. 

156 Elizabeth Slanta Community member or neighbor Do we need another grocery store not more than a block from the Harris Teeter? 
157 Ellen Armbruster Community member or neighbor The developer should provide an alternative ground floor plan with options for other retail uses.  It should 

provide for connectivity to the mall on the first 2 levels at least, and illustrate how the doors/windows might 
be distributed for several tenants. Other uses will not produce the traffic of the grocery and will not require 
the extra loading dock, curb cut on Glebe, or left-hand turning lane on Glebe.  They would also not require the 
parking of a grocery. 

158 Glen Brown Community member or neighbor It looks fine, modern and some green areas. 
159 Jacob Tatge  Community member or neighbor Very nice rendering. Matches the aesthetic of other buildings in the area. 
160 Joan Fitzgerald  Community member or neighbor I think it looks good. 
161 Joshua Bruno Community member or neighbor Beautiful addition to the area. 
162 Julia Bellotti Community member or neighbor Too tall. Half the height would be preferred so I can still see the sky when I walk. Ballston does not need to 

become NYC. 
163 Julie Hanson 

Swanson 
Community member or neighbor What impact will the new building have on light pollution, especially as it impacts birds and insects? 

164 Landon Rordam  Community member or neighbor I mean that's kind of ugly but it's not place to say. Love that it's TALL. Also the greenery is cool 
165 Mikalia Milton Community member or neighbor Looks like another ho hum office building.  Really needs to incorporate more street trees for a friendlier feel. 
166 Richard Franks Community member or neighbor Beautiful. I love that we are going more modern and hopefully getting away from Arlington’s love for yellow 

or orange brick that will be dated in a few years. 
167 S. Sundburg Community member or neighbor The building is ugly. Glass facades kill birds. Does this building meet the American Bird Conservancy's Bird-

Friendly Building Design requirements? (https://abcbirds.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Bird-Friendly-
Building-Design_Updated-April-2019.pdf) Glass reflects heat energy, creating a melting/fire hazard to nearby 
structures/items: https://www.wbur.org/hereandnow/2013/09/12/building-glare-heat. 

168 Shakti Shukla Community member or neighbor Glass facades kill birds. Does this building meet the American Bird Conservancy's Bird-Friendly Building Design 
requirements? (https://abcbirds.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Bird-Friendly-Building-Design_Updated-
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April-2019.pdf) Glass reflects heat energy, creating a melting/fire hazard to nearby structures/items: 
https://www.wbur.org/hereandnow/2013/09/12/building-glare-heat. By 

169 Shubham Agarwal Community member or neighbor Good. But doesn’t coherently connect with the mall as the Origin building does and can use improvements on 
ground floor and second floor. 

170 Stefanie Walker Community member or neighbor The architectural design of the new building is less than mediocre! Another glass box with boring façade 
articulation of modular rectangular compartments. The architectural "features" at the top facing Glebe and 
Wilson look like empty scaffolding--highly unattractive. The hanging "green" parts are unconvincing--there 
should be more. The materials are all uniform and make the structure look like a massive block. 

171 Steve Wardell Community member or neighbor I like it! 
172 Thomas Flournoy Community member or neighbor The architecture is uninspiring with no reflection of its context or showing any interest of engaging with its 

neighbors. The project just creates (and/or replaces the existing dead space that already exists. Macy's at 
least has show windows and distinct entrances. The so-called greenery draped from the building will be little 
appreciated at street level. Honestly, who, except the residents, are going to appreciate this? 

173 Tim Ryan Community member or neighbor '- The existing buildings along this stretch of Glebe have brick facades, whereas this is mainly a glass facade.  It 
would seem to "fit" better if there were more brick incorporated into this facade of the building. 

174 Tom Gleason  Community member or neighbor Macy's currently doesn't seem to comply with urban design guidelines (lack of open glass/storefront 
windows), mostly just uninterrupted walls 

175 Xavier Domenico Community member or neighbor While I generally appreciate design of the building, I was hoping for a different color. Arlington unfortunately 
has many new buildings constructed in a mute palette, either they are all glass or the most drab, beige color 
(or both). Is it possible to change the color from brown into black or white? 
 
I also have concern with amount of the building that is glass. Glass is very inefficient at retaining heat in the 
winter and cool air in the summer. Thus, can the amount of glass be reduced? 
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# Name Connection to Project Transportation, Parking, & Loading Comments 

176  Community member or neighbor Less than half a space per unit?  Has the county done research on other multi family buildings to assure that 
this is enough space per unit?  How will the spaces be allocated.  Will they price out the low income tenants?  
These are the folks who will be more likely to need a car to get to work in places not accessible by patchy 
public transportation.   

177 Adam Theo Community member or neighbor I am worried about the very narrow sidewalks in the private alley. There needs to be far more bike racks on 
the north side with Wilson Blvd. 

178 Alex Wolfe Community member or neighbor Loading is smart, gets the larger trucks off Glebe/Wilson and onto the private drive so they're not snarling up 
traffic. Not a huge fan of the parking entrance onto the private drive, though. 

179 Amy Colucci Community member or neighbor Assuming people will be working from home forever and not driving on the already busy roads does not seem 
like the best assumption. 

180 Arlington Redident  Community member or neighbor Pave the existing roads and fund our police to stop all the crime here! 
181 Audrey Morris  Community member or neighbor I live across Glebe from this site and frequently use the pedestrian crossings at 7th. It was not clear if vehicles 

can enter/exit on Wilson. Important for pedestrian safety to prohibit Wilson access to reduce traffic and 
pedestrian threats on the Glebe side at 7th. 

182 Bianca Sanchez Community member or neighbor Transportation slides do not mention how traffic issues in the area, especially on Wilson, will be mitigated 
with the addition of more parking. Ballston Quarter's garage is underutilized. I think it would be helpful to 
consider how we can leverage that garage for the needs of this building as opposed to adding more parking 
spots and generating more traffic. Make this a place where we would rather metro, walk, or bike to instead of 
driving a car to. 

183 Blake Thomas Community member or neighbor Generally, any reduction or elimination of vehicles on the drive aisle would be positive. I had always hoped 
that this alley would transition into a very pedestrian-friendly space. While eliminating vehicles doesn't seem 
possible, I'm concerned about people "cutting through" this alley as a shortcut between Glebe and Wilson. Is 
anything being done to make sure this alley is ONLY used for its intended purpose, therefore making it as safe 
as possible for walkers. 

184 Brian Whitman Community member or neighbor It appears this plan is showing the addition of a left turn lane from Glebe Road traveling south on to the 
"private road".  This requires widening Glebe Road by removing median space.  This area has long functioned 
with that left turn not even being legal, let alone with an additional lane. Anyone traveling on Glebe Road to 
the grocery store or apartment building could turn left at Wilson and enter through the other side.  There is 
absolutely no reason for this route to be encouraged.   

185 Carolyn Chachkin Community member or neighbor TOO MANY parking spots and residential units.  This is going to make a complete mess of an already messy 
Glebe section. 

186 Casey Nolan Community member or neighbor The loading makes sense and the parking seems sufficient for a TOD site. 
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187 Chris Slatt Community member or neighbor Strongly desire a fully indoor connection between Ballston Quarter and the grocery store.  During the 
discussion of Ballston Quarter's rebuild, we heard from 200+ Arlington Residents about how many 
Arlingtonians, many of who have various disabilities, rely on the Skybridge to Ballston Quarter for their 
survival during inclement weather.  Extending that safe, ADA-accessible, all-indoor connection to a grocery 
store would be a huge boon for them. 
 
Need justification for the aboveground parking. 

188 Connor Hawley Community member or neighbor Lower parking ratio is better. I mean the ballston metro station is just a 5 minute walk and many buses stop a 
block away 

189 Craig Deering  Community member or neighbor Absolute failure! 
190 Daniel Freudberg Community member or neighbor Bad bad bad bad bad. The increase in traffic because of this will be unruly. It already takes 10 minutes to drive 

from this location to 66, including 5 stop lights. 
191 Daniel Bluestone Community member or neighbor Left turn from southbound Glebe will snarl traffic and erode pedestrians experience and safety island.  Tractor 

trailers should not be driving across Glebe sidewalk to access loading dock, providing blank doors in the 
middle of the elevation.  Grocery store should encourage pedestrian realm by tying directly into the Ballston 
Q. mall. 

192 David Howell Community member or neighbor The loading area on Glebe appears to be a serious design problem and will disrupt pedestrian flow and street 
traffic. Please explain. 

193 David Smith Community member or neighbor Allocating 0.43 parking spaces per resident will greatly impact local street parking which is already a problem.  
With the move to electric and autonomous vehicles we are going to see an increase in vehicle use and 
demand in the future. Please increase parking to 1.0 per resident. 

194 Elizabeth Slanta Community member or neighbor Do we need another grocery store not more than a block from the Harris Teeter? 
195 Ellen Armbruster Community member or neighbor Adding a curb cut to Glebe Road for tractor trailer trucks and grocery traffic will only add to congestion make 

it more difficult for pedestrians walking along Glebe.  Adding a left-hand turn lane to south-bound Glebe also 
will add to congestion, backing traffic into the intersection with Wilson Blvd. and make it more difficult and 
unsafe for pedestrians trying to cross Glebe. We want to reduce curb cuts on arterials, not increase them. 
Glebe is a VDOT road, what do they say about this curb cut? 

196 Glen Brown Community member or neighbor Traffic is already too congested. I hope there is enough loading/pick-up area and it doesn't back up. 
197 Henry McFarland Community member or neighbor Given the amount of traffic on area streets, I am surprised that the traffic study remains undone.  

The street that runs through the site from Wilson to Glebe dos not really line up with the street coming in on 
the other side of Glebe. Is there a problem with your sight line if you come out of the site onto Glebe and 
want to turn left or go straight?  
Construction traffic can reach the site by Wilson Boulevard or Glebe Road. Could it be kept to Glebe Road?  
Henry 
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198 Iva Futrell Community member or neighbor Do not need another grocery store in the neighborhood. More traffic and loading. 
199 Ivan Thuirion Community member or neighbor We don’t need any more high raises in this area. It affects parking and traffic in the area in a negative way 

which already pretty bad. Allowing more high raises in this area also affects the price of homes and apartment 
in the area in a negative way. Moreover, the fact that the proposed store for the bottom is a 
supermarket/grocery store simply doesn’t make sense. There are two grocery stores less than a block away 
from that location (a Target and a Harris Teeter) which will be affected as well 

200 Jacob Tatge Community member or neighbor Limited parking may be difficult for those who must drive to the grocery store, though will likely not be an 
issue for those who walk here. 

201 Jim Todd Community member or neighbor I'd like to see more evidence of Bicyle infrastructure. This part of Ballston is very bicycle unfriendly. The 
County missed the opportunity to secure more Bicyle infrastructure with Ballston Quarter. You can do a 
better job now. 

202 Joan Fitzgerald Community member or neighbor Number of parking spaces seems good.  County staff appears to want to reduce the  number of spaces, 
because of the east end parking garage.  Please do not do that.  Residents don't want to walk the equivalent 
of 3 blocks to their cars!  Grocery shoppers -- are you thinking they should hike through the mall with their 
grocery carts?  Keep the number of parking spaces in the proposal, please. 

203 John Ziegenhein  Community member or neighbor how much parking is provided? I can only see number of levels in the staff report. Seems to have little 
discussion on traffic impact. 

204 K Thomas Community member or neighbor Parking ratio described is the minimum I believe would be adequate. 
205 Kate Mattos Community member or neighbor Many types of people could not live in the building. Of the 388 parking spaces, 148 are for the grocery store.  

The 555 units will duke it out over the 240 or spaces given to them.  Working and retired people occasionally 
need cars to get to jobs, medical appointments, pick up children at school, etc.  Who exactly gets to live 
there? 

206 Landon Rordam Community member or neighbor Right by the metro - great! 
207 M B  Community member or neighbor Re loading: see: Traffic concerns in Site Location. Parking not enough for peak usage. People will drive where 

normally walk b/c groceries. 
208 Matt Weiner Community member or neighbor This plan needs to come with significant ability to moderate the traffic flow and the damage to the main roads 

in the area. Cutting the street down to one lane with cripple traffic flowing to and from route 66 into the 
district. 

209 Mikalia Milton Community member or neighbor There are real issues in the presented plan for parking and loading.  First, parking a semi along N. Glebe will 
destroy any kind of community feel that's already strained by the busy multi-lane street of N. Glebe.  Second, 
there is no active street frontage along N. Glebe, with parking and electrical elements located along this 
street.  The result will be a worsening of the pedestrian experience rather than an improvement.  There are 
also multiple safety concerns that go along with this design. 
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210 Paul Chernoff Community member or neighbor Retail parking. It would be better for shoppers to use the existing parking garage rather than introduce more 
entrances for a separate parking garage. A compromise could be to allow a place for people to drive up to the 
grocery store to pick up their purchases, either if ordered ahead or purchased on site and then the shopper 
gets their car from the parking garage. 
 
Truck deliveries. While problems can be minimized by restricting hours, we expect any agreement to be 
scraped within 5 years. 

211 Randy Painter Community member or neighbor Please make sure that traffic coming in and out of the parking garage is not a risk to pedestrians and cyclists. 
I'd like to see this area become more walkable than it currently is, and you are proposing to add more traffic 
to it. 

212 Richard Franks Community member or neighbor Using Glebe for loading is only logical solution. Reducing parking is consistent with the neighborhood and with 
where the world is going. Looks good. 

213 S. Sundburg Community member or neighbor Staff report identifies potential pedestrian/vehicle conflict from proposed changes to N. Glebe Road, including 
installation of a left-turn lane from the private street between  Macy's and Ballston Point that could endanger 
the pedestrian crossing Bluemont Civic Assoc. pushed for in Waycroft SPRC discussions. The plan reduces 
intersection pedestrian refuge width from 11 to 6 feet. Applicant hasn't delivered a revised multimodal 
assessment, leaving trip-generation figures/LOS remains unknown. 

214 Sam Rosen Community member or neighbor Not enough parking and etc in this corner. Too congested already, adding more will make it much worse. 
215 Shatki Shukla Community member or neighbor Staff report identifies potential pedestrian/vehicle conflict from proposed changes to N. Glebe Road, including 

installation of a left-turn lane from the private street between Macy's and Ballston Point that could endanger 
the pedestrian crossing Bluemont Civic Assoc. pushed for in Waycroft SPRC discussions. The plan reduces 
intersection pedestrian refuge width from 11 to 6 feet. Applicant hasn't delivered a revised multimodal 
assessment, leaving trip-generation figures/LOS remains unknown. 

216 Shubham Agarwal Community member or neighbor Wilson & Glebe boulevard pedestrian crossing is very intimidating and not pedestrian friendly. Additionally 
the crossing on Wilson & Tazwell/Vermont is dangerous with no clear turns. The crossing on 7th & Glebe is 
most pedestrian friendly and this site plan will adversely impact the only pedestrian friendly crossing on 
Glebe. 

217 Stefanie Walker  Community member or neighbor It is a terrible design to have an additional cut on Glebe Road for trucks to enter for loading. This will 
exacerbate vehicle traffic on Glebe and create unacceptable endangerment of pedestrians on Glebe. All 
entering, exiting and loading should happen in the private alley between Glebe and Wilson. The developer 
should sacrifice the necessary floor space for this in the planned grocery. 

218 Steve Wardell  Community member or neighbor Would prefer less parking and increase electric charging spaces percentage 
219 Thomas Flournoy Community member or neighbor Where is the approved traffic analysis for this project? Eliminate the left turn lane, eliminate the access across 

the sidewalk to the loading dock. Retain the one-way direction for the exiting alley and move all loading and 
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deliveries to that location. That side of Glebe already has enough traffic a pedestrian must dodge as it is and 
this is only making it worse. While I recognize that eliminating the left-turn lane will "create" delay, Glebe 
Road needs serious traffic calming. 

220 Vick Fisher Community member or neighbor Based on the county report on traffic, the current plan to have only one entrance, to a separate parking 
garage, the grocery store customers are likely to cause traffic on both Glebe and Wilson.  It would be better to 
connect to the existing parking lot in order to allow more points of entry and exit.   

221 William Barratt Community member or neighbor My concerns are that this development will result in (a) removal of already-scarce short-term street parking 
spaces on Wilson Blvd and Glebe Rd, and (b) additional traffic and parking difficulties in Ballston due to 
visitors and deliveries to residents of the new building. If Metrorail continues its death spiral, the impact could 
be even worse than I'm imagining due to insufficient underground parking. 

 
 
Community Comments  - Tree Canopy & Landscaping 

# Name Connection to Project Tree Canopy & Landscaping Comments 

222  Community member or neighbor I love this.    
223 Adam Theo Community member or neighbor Would be nice to see what the bioretention area looks like. Will it match the bioretention outside of the CVS 

and Compass Coffee? 
224 Alex Wolfe Community member or neighbor Love it! This definitely keeps in line with the County's vision of increasing (or at least preserving) canopy 

cover/greenspace. As long as the plants are stormwater compliant then it's a great plan. 
225 Arlington Redident  Community member or neighbor Adding a few trees won’t reduce the pollution and mess you have created by taking every piece of ioen land in 

Arlington and building low income properties. We need parks and courts for racket sports not more housing! 
226 Audrey Morris  Community member or neighbor I am very grateful to see a green roof and other greenery in the proposal. It is also important to keep food 

local and an attractive amenity for residents to have food (fruits and vegetables) growing access. Please 
incorporate a generous use of space for this. 
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227 Barbara Smith  Community member or neighbor The landscaping here is unconvincing for everyone but the residents of the building.  Why does the 
"pedestrian friendly" zone of the alley get nothing but a few narrow planters?  The truck driveway to the 
loading dock destroys the potential majesty of the line of street trees on Glebe Road.  If County approves 
back-of-store treatment for Glebe Road, then narrow the sidewalk, put planters and trees on both sides, and 
put waterfall walls and landscaped elevations along the entire Glebe front. 

228 Bianca Sanchez Community member or neighbor Ashton Heights Civic Association strongly believes in using native plants in our landscaping to increase the 
number of pollinators in our area and mitigate water issues such as drought and flooding. Developers and 
country should work with our local master gardeners to choose appropriate native plantings as opposed to 
choosing plants with little to none benefits to our environment. 

229 Casey Nolan  Community member or neighbor While the imagery looks great and green, I question whether it will turn out that way in reality.  Regardless, I 
think there there is thoughtfulness in the design to utilize elevated spaces as amenities which did not 
generally existing 10+ years ago in Arlington new buildings.   

230 Chris Slatt Community member or neighbor The alley seems quite barren and uninviting; we have seen much more biophilic and pleasant alley designs on 
other projects that could be used for inspiration like 400 Army Navy Drive and behind 672 Flats. 

231 Connor Hawley Community member or neighbor Definitely a fan of the overall concept. It would be nice to see more native plant species included in this 
design. 

232 Craig Deering Community member or neighbor The street treatment remains thin and inconsequential.  This is an unpleasant street scape at Glebe as it is and 
this provides little relief or improvement. 

233 Daniel Freudberg Community member or neighbor This... is nice but doesn't affect anything that I, as a neighbor, would get from it other than street level. 
234 Daniel Bluestone Community member or neighbor The landscape plan seems uninspired. The vast majority of planting is accessible only to residents living in the 

building who can look down or have access to roof and plaza. Glebe street tree line interrupted by loading 
dock entrance.  Decision to make alley two-way means there little room trees and planters.  How do you 
know it is a "green" building?  It is draped with random vines, a threadbare Hanging Gardens of Babylon. 
Smaller footprint needed for plaza planting at sw & se corners. 

235 David Howell Community member or neighbor There is potential with this structure for very creative landscaping. At this stage it is premature to comment. 
We look forward to a more substantial presentation on these elements. Done optimally, the plan could 
distinguish this project from most other in the sector. 

236 Elizabeth Warren Community member or neighbor I think the amount of greenscape, and making it accessible to tenants, is very good. I'd like to make the 
suggestion of utilizing native plants in your designs. This, along with pollinator friendly pesticides, can do great 
things for the environment. It seems like you're going for a sustainable plan, so this would greatly benefit the 
sustainability! From a business perspective, native plants tend to require less water and mantainence than 
non-native ornamentals. They are also quite beautiful 

237 Elizabeth Slanta Community member or neighbor Do we need another grocery store not more than a block from the Harris Teeter? 
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238 Ellen Armbruster Community member or neighbor I would like to see actual turning templates for trucks, including full size tractor trailers, pulling into the 
loading dock on Glebe and exiting onto the private road and then onto Wilson Blvd. 
Why is there a whole level of above grade parking proposed, why not underground? Other buildings in 
Ballston have 3 levels of underground parking.  The above grade parking creates blank walls at the 
second/third level on all sides of the building: this is what the County is trying to discourage 
 

239 Glen Brown Community member or neighbor I hope there is enough greenery to support all the new people. 
240 Henry McFarland Community member or neighbor I understand that there is to be a green roof, and that is great news. It will be important to limit the amount of 

impermeable surfaces to the extent possible. 
241 Jacob Tatge Community member or neighbor Always in favor of more greenery. 
242 Joan Fitzgerlad Community member or neighbor Good.  Include a play lot please. 
243 Joshua Bruno Community member or neighbor Most excited for the added greenery 
244 Julia Bellotti Community member or neighbor Neighbors and residents of Ballston will never see 95% of the proposed greenery as it is all on the roof. 

Instead we get to stare at the glass looking high rise that's ruining our nature. 
245 Julie Hanson 

Swanson 
Community member or neighbor What percentage of the landscaping will be comprised of plants native to Arlington? 

246 Landon Rordam Community member or neighbor that's a lot of green 
247 Matt Martin Community member or neighbor Love the idea of more green space in Ballston 
248 Mikalia Milton Community member or neighbor The frontage along N. Glebe needs more native trees with enough soil volume for adequate growth.  Putting 

in a few sticks that never grow big is not enough to save the ugly façade facing N. Glebe. 
249 Randy Painter Community member or neighbor No concerns 
250 Richard Franks Community member or neighbor Nice. 
251 S. Sundburg Community member or neighbor Biophilia = bogus window-dressing to mask the site's imperviousness. Most site "green" space appears to be 

on the private, inaccessible rooftops. See Ballston's shortage of green space documented here: 
https://www.smartcitiesdive.com/ex/sustainablecitiescollective/environmental-paradox-smart-
growth/7451/. Street tree mortality is high - most won't survive long enough to attain carbon neutrality: 
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0215846  

252 Sam Rosen Community member or neighbor Not enough green space, period. 
253 Shatki Shukla Community member or neighbor Biophilia = bogus window-dressing to mask the site's imperviousness. Most site "green" space appears to be 

on the private, inaccessible rooftops. See Ballston's shortage of green space documented here: 
https://www.smartcitiesdive.com/ex/sustainablecitiescollective/environmental-paradox-smart-
growth/7451/. Street tree mortality is high - most won't survive long enough to attain carbon neutrality: 
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0215846 

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0215846
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254 Shubham Agarwal Community member or neighbor Street level area presents opportunity for more greener space. 
255 Stefanie Walker Community member or neighbor The "green" landscaping benefits primarily the residents of the building. There is nothing wrong with that, but 

the developer should do more people walking around the building and looking at it from the outside. Is there 
no plan for public space? 

256 Steve Wardell Community member or neighbor Very well done 
257 Susan McNahon Community member or neighbor What tree canopy????? I see more concrete 
258 Thomas Flournoy Community member or neighbor This is a very disingenuous offer. This slide is from a height two floors above the street level and probably 25 

feet in the air, with no access to anyone but the residents of the project. It provides little to no benefit to the 
community, especially when compared to the other negative impacts of the design. 

259 Tom Gleason Community member or neighbor Adds necessary green space, which is generally limited throughout parts of Ballston 
260 Vick Fisher Community member or neighbor Hope there will be at least some evergreen plantings. 

 
Community Comments  - Other 

# Name Connection to Project Other Comments 

261 Arlington Redident Community member or neighbor Fix existing parks snd build more parks for those of us tho live here. 
262 Barbara Smith  Community member or neighbor Higher density is not a problem in this project.  Poorly designed and poorly planned higher density is. 
263 Carolyn Chachkin Community member or neighbor I have serious overcrowding concerns with more cars, more people, and no new expansion of 

roads/lanes/lights being possible at this point, in what is already a MAJOR slow area (esp. w/Quarter UberEats 
and other delivery drivers stalling out all of Wilson Blvd, and a zillion lights on Glebe in this stretch).  Already 
so many restaurants and apts.  Why, seriously, why?  Please add upward/added zoning in OTHER areas, like 
Clarendon/Courthouse/Falls Church.  Ballston is already teeming by comparison 

264 Casey Nolan Community member or neighbor This is a great project.  Arlington needs more mixed use projects like this to transform out of date or 
underutilized property into something that benefits the County, the community and the neighborhood. This 
asset should help Ballston Quarter retail which needs more residents and patrons of a new grocer to thrive. 
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This will also help the ailing office market by attracting and retaining tenants with the grocer.  All that 
combined is a boost to the tax base for the County.   

265 Connor Hawley Community member or neighbor I would like to see no gas lines installed in this site plan. A warming climate is incompatible with continued 
combustion of natural gas in residential buildings. There are economic replacements like forced air heating 
and cooling and induction ranges. 

266 Craig Deering  Community member or neighbor Please don't permit this up density project, it  will only add to burden of West Ballston of the less than 
successfully mall redevelopment. 

267 Daniel Bluestone Community member or neighbor The roads, namely Glebe Road, will undoubtedly suffer around the site from construction vehicles. Please 
work to repave them as quickly as possible following the conclusion of constructuon. 

268 Daniel Freudberg Community member or neighbor Please go back to the drawing board here. Ballston is too dense as it is. 
269 David Smith  Community member or neighbor I could not see any improvements to reduce stormwater runoff.  Just because the previous building covered 

the lot does not make it ok for the new development to do the same.  I see a few token trees and some 
greenery but none of that will provide any appreciable reduction in runoff produced by this site. 

270 Elizabeth Warren  Community member or neighbor I'd love to see more available to the community than just the wine bar. There are plenty of people who don't 
drink, and those gardens sound like a lovely space. I do understand the need to keep some areas tenant-use 
only. 

271 Elizabeth Slanta Community member or neighbor Do we need another grocery store not more than a block from the Harris Teeter? 
272 Ellen Armbruster Community member or neighbor Residential loading—it is unrealistic to think that residents are going to load from Randolph St and negotiate a 

labyrinth of corridors to get to their lobby area.  They will pull into the private street and load from there, 
regardless of the management’s restrictions (which is better than all the ad hoc loading taking place on 
Wilson Blvd now for the mall tenants.) 

273 Hui Fan Community member or neighbor Since this project takes advantage of an adjacent garden apartment, by transferring its density credit. Please 
ask the December to upgrade the site amenity on the Haven Apartment site. The residents there deserve a 
better green space. 

274 Jacob Tatge Community member or neighbor Very excited for this project. Smart use of this space. 
275 Juan Mont Community member or neighbor It looks so much better for the block of concrete that its right now. Super happy to have something new there 
276 Kate Mattos Community member or neighbor This whole plan seems designed to mindlessly squeeze as many of the developer's "preferred type" of people 

into as small a space as possible without regard for either a greater community goal, or for the overall 
infrastructure impact on the community.   
This should have been an opportunity to think about how to serve all kinds of people, not developers.  This 
plan doesn't cut it. 
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277 Mikailia Milton Community member or neighbor I would suggest adding additional retail space along North Glebe with space for outdoor café seating, 
incorporating the parking and loading space already present in the mall, and adding native street trees with 
enough soil volume to grow large and shade the sidewalks. 

278 Paul Chernoff Community member or neighbor Will the local schools be able to handle the expected number of children who will live in the building? 
279 Randy Painter Community member or neighbor I've heard this will include a grocery store snd some rumors about which one it might be. I'm generally 

supportive of the idea of a grocery store. I will be sad to see Macy's leave, though. It's useful having a clothing 
store so nearby. 

280 Richard Franks Community member or neighbor LOVE THIS project and can’t wait to see that awful gross Macys come down. It’s an absolute eyesore and 
detracts from all the hard work that’s gone into Ballston in the past decade. 

281 S. Sundburg Community member or neighbor At 96,758 people per sq mi, Ballston's pop. density is comparable to Manhattan's Upper West Side: 
https://www.arlnow.com/2021/08/16/new-census-data-shows-how-arlington-grew-in-10-years/. Ballston's 
persistently high multifamily vacancy rate predates the pandemic (https://www.ballstonva.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/12/Ballston-Multifamily.pdf); adding more units will exacerbate this vacancy problem. 

282 Shatki Shukla Community member or neighbor At 96,758 people per sq mi, Ballston's pop. density is comparable to Manhattan's Upper West Side: 
https://www.arlnow.com/2021/08/16/new-census-data-shows-how-arlington-grew-in-10-years/. Ballston's 
persistently high multifamily vacancy rate predates the pandemic (https://www.ballstonva.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/12/Ballston-Multifamily.pdf); adding more units will exacerbate this vacancy problem. 

283 Shubhham 
Agarwall 

Community member or neighbor Have been a resident for 14 years , this site is definitely an upgrade and a much needed one. Could use few 
tweaks and North Glebe pedestrian experience needs to be looked at holistically, given all the new 
development on west side. 

284 Susan McNahon Community member or neighbor There is no need for new construction 
Redesign, repurpose, re-use. 
And another grocery store directly across from one being built????? 
Arlington does not need another residential tower! Another disaster project in Ballston. Ballston Common is 
empty... this will be too 
Will there be a daycare? A playground? A park? A bookstore? Or just more concrete and expensive 
restaurants and bars? 

285 Thomas Flournoy Community member or neighbor This project needs serious re-consideration given the short-comings cited above. It appears that County staff 
provided little or no guidance in the development of the plans that, unfortunately, look like a done deal. 

286 Tom Gleason Community member or neighbor Macys is an eyesore and the proposed redevelopment will clearly redefine this location and enhance 
Ballston's overall desirability 

287 William Barratt Community member or neighbor I neglected to include this when I commented previously: I object to the density transfer plan. I do not think 
the County should seek to preserve unremarkable 70-year-old apartments forever in the name of affordable 
housing or historical preservation. 
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